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IN MEMORIAM

Taoufik Agoumy
1944–2014

It is with sorrow that I report the death of Taoufik Agoumy in Rabat,
Morocco, on July 31, 2014. Taoufik was a professor of geography in the
Faculty of Letters and Social Sciences at the University Mohammed V in
Rabat. He was known to many colleagues in the United States through his
work in urban geography and through his years at Princeton University,
wherehedefendedhis dissertation in theDepartment ofNear Eastern Studies
in December 1993 under the direction of Lawrence Rosen and Abdellah
Hammoudi. His dissertation, “Housing the Urban Poor of Taza, Morocco, and
the Impact of the Relocation Process,” was part of the corpus of work Taoufik
distributed throughout his life between urban geography, migration studies,
and anthropology. Taoufik Agoumywas born in Rabat in 1944. He received his
licence in Histoire-Géographie fromMohammed V in 1971; his DEA (Diplôme
des Études Approfondies) from the Institut d’Urbanisme de Créteil (Paris XI)
in 1974, and his Doctorat de Troisième Cycle from the Université François
Rabelais in Tours in 1979 under the direction of J.-F. Troin.
In the 1970s, Taoufik began his career as a high school geography teacher

and was quickly spotted by the Ministry of Education for his excellence and
thus became one of the first Moroccan inspectors of History and Geography.
Following his Doctorat de Troisième Cycle, in 1980 Taoufik joined the faculty
of the Department of Geography at Mohammed V as Maı̂tre Assistant.
Taoufik was promoted to Maı̂tre de Conférence in 1994 and Professeur de
l’Enseignement Supérieur in 1998. He also served as chair of his department
from 1994 to 1996 and was a key member of the Association Nationale de
Géographie du Maroc. Taoufik was a visiting professor at the University
of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, the Technischen Universität München, and the
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid. He was also a four-time Fulbright Scholar
(Princeton: 1988, 1989–1993, 2002, and Montana State: 2006). In view of his
many contributions to higher education and to the spirit of the Fulbright
mission of the “mutual understanding of peoples,” the Moroccan Fulbright
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Alumni Association dedicated its 2014 annual meeting as an “Homage à
Taoufik Agoumy” on 6 December 2014 at the Bibliothèque Nationale du
Royaume du Maroc.
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Patricia Crone
1945–2015

Since her death on July 11, 2015, several obituaries for Patricia Crone have
been written, outlining her biography and attempting to summarize her
scholarly achievements. As far as I can see, all these obituaries avoided
recalling her most striking features, those immediately noticeable when first
meeting her: her beauty, her lightning-quick intelligence, her effortless wit.
One feels a certain pudeur in expanding about such natural gifts, especially
when still mourning her departure. It is easier to talk about her other
enviable qualities, those more amenable to some elaboration.
My first encounter with Patricia Crone happened through her generosity,

when, as a graduate student, I unexpectedly received from her somematerial
that drastically changed the course of my work. Grateful for the help and
somewhat overawed by this already admired scholar, I lamely offered to
reciprocate; to which she responded saying that she chose to forgo the walāʿ
al-niʿma. In the following years I came to know how significant were both
walāʾ and niʿma in her person.
Many have been the recipients of her help and support, which she gave

generously and with true kindness, from the mentorship of young scholars
to less conventional niʿam, such as hopping on a plane on a moment’s
notice in order to stand by a student struggling with difficult health issues.
Patricia had no patience for sloppiness, shallowness, slowness, ignorance,
cowardice or intellectual conformism, and her penetrating observations and
sharp remarks could be quite devastating. At times, her biting criticism
and her non-conformism made her, as she knew well, the bête noire of
many traditional scholars. But these same characteristics, topped with her
unstinting generosity, created around her a wide circle of appreciative
colleagues and loyal, loving friends. Her bluntness was never ego-driven,
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